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The Hospital Hill Run, Kansas City, Missouri June 4th
Two thousand, two hundred and eighty-seven runners participated in a charity event for the UMKC School of Medicine.

Evidence of the intensity and support of the community people serving one another included some Salvation Army Divisional SATERN members John Capra KDØEVM, and Mike Asselta KDØCDQ.
Less we forget a few superheroes.

Tour De Cure, Wheels to Weston, Missouri, June 5th

The happy faces say it all!
We serve the community, and gain in equal measure. The communications and logistics training are immeasurable. The support of our community is above and beyond. Merely knowing that we are there adds that fellowship of sharing that word cannot express.
Brian Short KSØBS & Ryan O’Neil KDOEWB(not pictured) performed Net Control (left);
An outstanding bans entertained hundreds of bicyclists as they enjoyed a hardy after ride lunch (right). John Capra KDØEVM & Mike Asselta KDØCDQ , not pictured, were SAG.
SATERN / ARES June 13th meeting at the Olathe Corps:

ARES EC (Emergency Coordinator) and SATERN member Brian Short, KCØBS, standing in red shirt, and SATERN Kansas City Metro Coordinator Jim Alexander, KIØCT, standing in blue shirt.

Jim Alexander showing the group a picture of a large antenna system in Japan where he had been stationed when in the military. Jim also showed a picture of a building that had been built on springs in an attempt to prevent damage during earthquakes.

Harold “Van” Daveer, KØHCV, standing near a support column in the red shirt making a presentation on the Fusion Digital/Conventional Repeater Operating System. Also seen from left to right are Del Sawyer, KØDDS; Charissa Dunham, KB4BML; Neil Dunham, KA8MMI; Bill Brinker, WAØCBW; Brian Short, KCØBS; “Van,” and Jay Burgherr, NØFB.
“Van” demonstrated how Fusion worked and he had a number of slides which he projected on a screen so that the audience could get a better understanding of the capabilities of Fusion.

The SATERN Communications Vehicle Gets Some TLC

The summer months bring public service events and the chance for deployment to disaster scenes. Both require the SATERN Communications Vehicle (CV 105) to be in “tip top
shape.” Here SATERN Divisional Coordinator Rich Britain, NØENO, is5 in a photo taken by Deb Abner, Assistant Divisional Director of Emergency Disaster Service. shown checking power out from one of the HF radios on board CV 10.

**ARRL Field Day June 25th & 26th**

*The Kansas & Western Missouri Communication Vehicle shines before the HAM & the Shawnee Mission Park community. Note the antenna mast supported by the front wheel.*
Outreach to the community and professional equipment impresses the Field Day endeavor.
SATERN Meeting Information:
- ARES/SATERN meeting June 13th 7pm @ The Salvation Army Corps, Olathe Corps, 420 East Santa Fe, Olathe, Kansas 66061.
- SATERN meeting on the 2nd Thursday of each month, in the City Command building, at 6:30 PM local time. The address is 350 N. Market, Wichita, Kansas 67202
- WYANDOTTE COUNTY SATERN MEETING - held on the third Thursday of the month at the Harbor Light Village Salvation Army Corps, 6721 State Avenue, Kansas City, KS. The meeting begins at 7:30 p.m. in conjunction with the Jayhawk Amateur Radio Society.
Presents

Amateur Radio for Youth of All Ages

Amateur Radio License Preparation
Extra Class course starting July 10, 2016

- Unique methods for those interested, involving nothing more than a computer/internet service for starters, and a desire to upgrade to the next level of Amateur Radio licensing.

- This Extra course will be conducted live on our SCARS VOIP server and will have worldwide attendance.

- Our Email: voip@voipnet.southcars.com
- Our Website: www.voip.southcars.com

- Involvement is free

- This may be a refresher course for those so inclined.
Mike Asselta kd0cdq@arrl.net
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